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What are exotic states?

The quark model allows for colour-neutral states beyond the well established
qq̄ mesons and qqq baryons

States such as qqqqq̄ (pentaquark), qqq̄q̄ (tetraquark) are postulated in
Gell-Mann’s and Zweig’s original quark model papers (1964) Phys.Lett. 8 (1964) 214-215,

CERN-TH-412

We now refer to any hadron that does not follow qq̄/qqq as exotic
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What are exotic states?

We keep finding exotic candidates... especially in charm...

PRL100, 142001(2008)

Z+(4430) charged, cc̄ud̄ , hidden
charmonium tetraquark at Belle in
B0 → ψ(2S)π+K− decays

PRL118, 022003(2017)

Four X state tetraquarks in J/ψφ at
LHCb - minimal quark content csc̄ s̄
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What are exotic states?

and we keep finding exotic candidates... especially in charm...

PRL108,122001(2012)

Zb bottomonium tetraquarks with bb̄ud̄
decaying to upsilon resonances at Belle

PRL122, 222001(2019)

Pc state pentaquarks in J/ψp with
minimal quark content cc̄uud at LHCb
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What are exotic states?

LHCb is in a unique position to search for exotic contributions in decays of all b
hadrons

b hadrons in LHCb acceptance have the ratio 4:2:1 for B0 : Λ0
b : B0

s

LHCb is the only detector able to do the physics discussed in this talk
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Whats a Dalitz plot?

Consider a 3-body pseudoscalar decay X → 123. It can be completely described
by 2 independent variables m12 and m23

A 2D scatter plot of 2-body invariant masses in the decay X → 123.

This is a Dalitz plot - a visual representation of the resonant substructure of (or
different decay paths contributing to) a decay. From it we can determine

Resonances present in a decay

A resonances spin

Interference between resonances
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Whats a Dalitz plot?

Consider a single resonance (amplitude component/decay path) contributing to a
decay X → abc so X → (i → ab)c

Observable on Dalitz plot

|A|2 = |Ai |2

Lose all information about phase of
amplitude

Single band in mab at m2
i
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Whats a Dalitz plot?

Consider a single resonance (amplitude component/decay path) contributing to a
decay X → abc so X → (i → ab)c

If a resonance has spin S it’s
amplitude component has cosS

dependence

Resonance of spin 1

This can lead to reflections!(Note a resonance decaying to bc would be seen on diagonal)
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Whats a Dalitz plot?

Now consider 2 resonances (amplitude components/decay paths) contributing to a
decay X → abc so X → (i → ab)c and X → (j → ac)b

Observable on Dalitz plot

|A|2 = |Ai |2+|Aj |2+2|Ai ||Aj |cos(θi−θj)

Now have access to the amplitude
component phases through
interference!

Destructive interference between two
resonance bands

Note a resonance decaying to bc
would be seen on the diagonal
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Whats a Dalitz plot?

We use quantum interference effects between indistinguishable decay paths from
same intitial state to same final state. Interfering decay paths create complex
phasespace distribution

Interference with light
D0 → K 0

Sπ
+π− decays. Spin 1

K∗0(892) resonance clearly visible.

An amplitude analysis fits this phasespace distribution
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Whats an amplitude analysis?

Amplitude analyses decompose a total decay amplitude into amplitude
components, Ai , each weighted by a complex coefficient, ai

ATOT =
∑
i

aiAi

Amplitude components are made up of 3 terms

Ai = Angular term× Form factors× Lineshape

Conserves angular momentum - involves quantum numbers JP of resonance
Accounts for spatial extent of particles
Often a Breit Wigner - appropriate if the resonance is narrow/well separated -
involves mass/width of resonance
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Enhancements in mass distributions or on the Dalitz plot

Short lived exotic states appear as resonances in decays

Exotic resonances can be seen as enhancements in mass distributions or on
the Dalitz plot

X (3872) in B → K(π+π−J/ψ) decays Zb states in Υ(5S)→ Υ(nS)π+π−

Pros: Easy measurement of mass/width of states - Breit Wigner model

Cons: Interfering resonances and reflections can fake ’bumps’
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A full amplitude analysis

Exotic resonances interfere with known resonances creating complex phasespace
distributions

A full amplitude analysis is required to untangle these contributions and
determine mass/width AND quantum numbers (JP) of exotic states

Pros: Can determine all properties of a new state

Cons: Model dependent (lineshape etc.) - requires the most assumptions
about other states (which decay paths do we include) and is the most
complex of procedures
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Model independent approaches - Argand diagrams

Argand diagrams can confirm if a bump behaves like a resonance
The decay of an isolated resonance can be described by the Breit Wigner PDF
in the complex plane (derived from the propagator of an unstable particle)
The Breit Wigner amplitude has characteristic nature in complex plane

Anticlockwise circular trajectory
Phase change of π/2 across pole mass m0

iktp.tu-dresden.de/IKTP/Seminare/IS2012/pelizaeus.pdf

Pros: It is very unlikely that this signature can be ’faked’
Cons: Only true for resonances well separated from other
resonances/thresholds
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Model independent approaches - moments analysis

Model independent approaches can evaluate the null-hypothesis that only
conventional states are needed to describe the data

Evidence for non-conventional states in Λ0
b → J/ψpK−

Pros: Model independent - only require knowledge of the spins of
conventional states

Cons: Can only tell you that ’something’ beyond the simple conventional
state interpretation is required. This ’something’ could be including
kinematic effects
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How do we know if a state is exotic?

Its exotic

Quantum numbers are not
allowed for qq̄′ or qq′q′′ - state
must contain >3 quarks

Allowed quantum numbers for qq̄. eg. cannot have 1−+

Many exotic states do not fulfill
this condition

It might be exotic...

Mass/width do not fit into
predicted spectra

Production/decay incompatible
with conventional hadrons

It is difficult to claim something is definitely exotic
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The hadron multiplets

Have been able to classify light hadrons well using the multiplet system

JP = 0− pseudoscalar meson multiplet JP = 1− vector meson multiplet

JP = 1
2

+
baryon multiplet JP = 3

2

+
baryon multiplet
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The hadron multiplets

Even with the addition of Charm...

JP = 3
2

+
baryon multiplet JP = 1

2

+
baryon multiplet

JP = 1− vector meson multiplet JP = 0− pseudoscalar meson multiplet
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The situation now...

Over 20 states in charm sector alone that do not fit into conventional hadron
model

Discoveries of heavy quark exotic candidates
arXiv:1610.04528

What are XYZ states?

Some are standard quarkonia... most
are exotics

X states:

Neutral, positive parity

Y states:

Neutral, JPC = 1−−, ISR

Z states:

Charged/neutral, typically
positive parity
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The situation now...

Over 20 states in charm sector alone that do not fit into conventional hadron
model

Discoveries of heavy quark exotic candidates
arXiv:1610.04528

The quark model is over 50
years old, only in 2003 was the
first exotic discovered

Why did it take so long to find
exotic states?

Light sector (<2.4 GeV) is
crowded and states are
broad

Can only be extracted
through complex partial
wave analysis
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The importance of Charmonium

Why were exotics first discovered in the charm system?

Decays of conventional cc̄ states with masses below open charm threshold
mDD̄ are OZI suppressed - states are narrow and well separated

OZI-suppressed OZI-allowed

Above the open charm threshold OZI allowed processes dominate - wider
resonances but still significantly narrower than light quark states

OZI-suppressed - there is some time when all energy/momentum is carried by gluons - can cut
through only gluon lines leaving initial state particles on left and final state particles on right
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The importance of Charmonium

Charm is the lightest ‘heavy’ quark - mc >> ΛQCD - can determine
charmonium spectrum with simple non-relativistic quantum-mechanical
treatment

Using V cc̄(r) with SE can predict entire cc̄ spectrum below open charm
threshold and some states above
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The importance of Charmonium

States well separated
Have reliable predictions of expected conventional states
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X (3872) the first exotic

X (3872) first observed in 2003 by Belle when studying B → K (π+π−J/ψ) decays

Resonance in J/ψππ spectrum
seen as enhancement in mass
distribution

Mass measured as
3871.8± 0.7± 0.4 MeV

Width measured as Γ < 3.5
MeV

Favoured quantum numbers
JPC = 1++

Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 262001 (2003)

Could X (3872) just be excited charmonium state?
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X (3872) the first exotic

−− >
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X (3872) the first exotic

LHCb confirmed quantum numbers JPC = 1++ - nearest conventional
undiscovered charmonium state is χc1(2P)

Width is very small - would expect larger widths for charmonium states above
open charm threshold
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Pentaquarks - false starts

Three quarks cannot produce S = 1 baryon resonances and this has probably been
the the primary motivation for the great amount of experimental effort that has
gone into S = 1 baryon physics during the last several years (1976 PDG)

Any resonance with S = 1 must be mainfestly exotic, e.g a pentaquark with quark
content qqqqs̄

Claims of exotic contributions Z0(1780),Z0(1865),Z1(1900) in kaon-nucleon
scattering experiments in 1970s but none significant

K+d scattering data from Bugg (1968),
Cool(1970)
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Pentaquarks - false starts

Skepticism about results in kaon-nucleon scattering where many other broad
resonances exist and no significant confirmation followed ...
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Pentaquarks - false starts

and followed...
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Pentaquarks - false starts

In 1997 the existance of a low-mass pentaquark was predicted with the quark
content uudds̄, m = 1.53 GeV and Γ < 15 MeV

In 2003 a narrow peak in the nK+ distribution of γn→ nK+K− data was
observed at 1.54± 0.01 GeV at 4.6σ

Phys.Rev.C79:025210,2009
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Pentaquarks - false starts

Nine other experiments in the next year claimed to observe the Θ+(1540) with
> 4σ significance

PDG gives 3-star status to Θ+(1540)

Despite the statistical significance of the Θ+(1540) some problems were
uncovered...
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Pentaquarks - false starts

Cuts were found to inadvertantly to enhance signal

Low energy K+−Xe collisions in Xenon bubble chamber DIANA. Phys. Atom. Nucl.66, 1715-1718 (2003)
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Pentaquarks - false starts

Re-analysis of 70’s bubble chamber data where no cuts have been applied do not
show a peak

K+N → KNπ reactions in Hydrogen and Deuterium bubble chambers. Bland et al.
(1969), Hirata et al. (1971) and Berthon et al. (1973)PDG 2005 reviews
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Pentaquarks - false starts

Mass peak positions varied between experiments far more than expected for a very
narrow state and experiments with far greater statistics failed to even see the
Θ+(1540)

Mass of the Θ+(1540) reported by
various experiments Eur. Phys. J. H 37, 1–31 (2012)

Claims of (non-)observations of
Θ+(1540) over time symmetrymagazine.org
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Pentaquarks - false starts

PDG rescinds Θ+(1540) 3-star status

And this is how it remained...
N. Skidmore 40 / 62
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Pentaquarks in Λ0
b → J/ψpK−

LHCb first observed the Λ0
b → J/ψpK− decay in 2011 when performing a

measurement of the Λ0
b lifetime

Dalitz plot of run 1 (3 fb−1) data shows structures in
m2

K−p due to well-known Λ0
b → Λ∗(→ K−p)J/ψ resonances

m2
J/ψp due to ???

PRL 115, 072001 (2015)

Here a resonance decaying
strongly to J/ψp has minimal
quark content uudcc̄

Perform full amplitude analysis to determine nature of this structure
N. Skidmore 42 / 62



Λ0
b → J/ψpK− amplitude analysis

Consider the two interfering decay channels

Λ0
b → J/ψΛ∗,Λ∗ → pK− Λ0

b → P+
c K
−,P+

c → J/ψp

Fit 6-dimensional phasespace (mK−p and 5 decay angles) using helicity
formalism

AΛ∗≡
∑
n

AΛ0
b→Λ∗

nψ
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Λ0
b → J/ψpK− amplitude analysis

Consider the two interfering decay channels

Λ0
b → J/ψΛ∗,Λ∗ → pK− Λ0

b → P+
c K
−,P+

c → J/ψp

Fit 6-dimensional phasespace (mK−p and 5 decay angles) using helicity
formalism

APc≡
∑
j

AΛ0
b→PcjK
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Λ0
b → J/ψpK− amplitude analysis

Add two decay chains coherently (at amplitude level, allowing interference)

|A|2 = |AΛ∗
+APc |2
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Λ0
b → J/ψpK− amplitude analysis

Fit using only Λ0
b → J/ψΛ∗,Λ∗ → pK− decay chain

146 free parameters from helicity couplings alone

Cannot reproduce structure in seen in mJ/ψp
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Λ0
b → J/ψpK− amplitude analysis

State JP M0 (MeV) Γ0 (MeV)

Λ(1405) 1/2− 1405.1+1.3
−1.0 50.5 ± 2.0

Λ(1520) 3/2− 1519.5 ± 1.0 15.6 ± 1.0
Λ(1600) 1/2+ 1600 150
Λ(1670) 1/2− 1670 35
Λ(1690) 3/2− 1690 60
Λ(1800) 1/2− 1800 300
Λ(1810) 1/2+ 1810 150
Λ(1820) 5/2+ 1820 80
Λ(1830) 5/2− 1830 95
Λ(1890) 3/2+ 1890 100
Λ(2100) 7/2− 2100 200
Λ(2110) 5/2+ 2110 200
Λ(2350) 9/2+ 2350 150
Λ(2585) ? ≈2585 200
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Λ0
b → J/ψpK− amplitude analysis

Add two P+
c components - Pc states describe structure in mJ/ψp

Pc (4380)+ Pc (4450)+

Mass 4380 ± 8 ± 29 4449.8 ± 1.7 ± 2.5
Width 205 ± 18 ± 86 39 ± 5 ± 19
JP 3/2− 5/2+

Fit fraction 4.1 ± 0.5 ± 1.1 8.4 ± 0.7 ± 4.2
Significance 9 12

(3/2+, 5/2−) and (5/2+, 3/2−) also acceptable
Pc (4380)+ is BROAD

PRL 115, 072001 (2015)
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Λ0
b → J/ψpK− amplitude analysis

What about the Argand plots?

Represent Pc amplitude as 6 points in complex plane with mJ/ψp values
equally spaced between MPc − ΓPc < MPc < MPc + ΓPc that are to be fit

Interpolate between fitted points

PRL 115, 072001 (2015)

Despite visual agreement very large statistical errors exist - not conclusive
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Λ0
b → J/ψpK− model independent approach

In the model-dependent analysis above had to make a lot of assumptions

Λ∗ spectroscopy is complex - many more higher mass excitations predicted
that have not been found experimentally and we dont know how to properly
model them

Want a model-independent method that makes no assumptions about how
many Λ∗ states exist and their parameterisation

In a moments analysis exotic resonances contribute at orders greater than
that of conventional states

Test hypothesis that data can be described by only Λ∗ - H0. Use moments
with rank achievable with conventional states only
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Λ0
b → J/ψpK− model independent approach

Alternative hypothesis H1 where rank of moments is allowed to be large
enough to reproduce possible pentaquark structures

PRL 117, 082002 (2016)

H0 hypothesis, H1 hypothesis

H0 rejected at more than 9σ

Cannot rule out that this is due to rescattering effects of ordinary hadrons
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Λ0
b → J/ψpK− - 1D analysis

In Run 1:

Model dependent analysis showed exotics in
Λ0
b → J/ψpK− decays

Exotic contributions near 4450 MeV supported
by MI analysis > 9σ

What about run 2 data...

Nine-fold increase in statistics for 2019 analysis! Structure at 4312 MeV evident and
Pc(4450)+ resolved into 2 narrower structures
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Λ0
b → J/ψpK− - 1D analysis

New structures narrow enough (cannot be reflections) to use 1D mass fit with BW
amplitudes to begin to analyse nature (amplitude analysis ongoing).

-7.3σ for new Pc(4312)
-5.4σ for 2-peak structure
rather than single peak at
4450 MeV
-Fits with/without a broad Pc

both describe data well-full
amplitude analysis required
with comprehensive
understanding of dominant
Λ∗ → pK− spectrum

State M [ MeV ] Γ [ MeV ] (95% CL)

Pc (4312)+ 4311.9 ± 0.7+6.8
−0.6 9.8 ± 2.7+3.7

−4.5 (< 27)

Pc (4440)+ 4440.3 ± 1.3+4.1
−4.7 20.6 ± 4.9+8.7

−10.1 (< 49)

Pc (4457)+ 4457.3 ± 0.6+4.1
−1.7 6.4 ± 2.0+5.7

−1.9 (< 20)
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The LHCb Pentaquarks

LHCb has used three methods to conclude there are exotics in Λ0
b → J/ψpK−...

2016 model independent analysis 2019 fit to 1D invariant mass distributions

2015 full amplitude analysis

How to interpret these... some ideas...
N. Skidmore 54 / 62



The LHCb Pentaquarks

Re-scattering effects - triangle diagrams

Pc(4457) peaks at Λ+
c (2595)D̄0 threshold - Ds1(2860) excited strange hadron

suitable candidate to be exchanged in triangle

Purely kinematical effect - Pc not a resonant state

Some investigations into this in PRL122, 222001 (2019)
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The LHCb Pentaquarks

Molecular Model - bound state of baryon and meson

Three Pc states very close to ΣcD̄ thresholds but crucially below
Molecular models can predict multiplet of states eg. 7 bound states, three of
which correspond to the observed Pc states

Pc(4312) Pc(4440) Pc(4457)

Σ+
c D̄

0 Σ+
c D̄
∗0 Σ+

c D̄
∗0

1/2− 1/2− 3/2−

Molecular + HQSS model. arxiv:1904.01296
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The LHCb Pentaquarks

Compact di-quark model

Tri-quark + light di-quark = colour singlet pentaquark

Pc(4312) Pc(4440) Pc(4457)

c̄[cu]s=1[ud ]s=0; LP = 0 c̄[cu]s=1[ud ]s=0; LP = 1 c̄[cu]s=1[ud ]s=0; LP = 1
3/2− 3/2+ 5/2+

arxiv:1904.00446

Predicted JP of Pc(4312) for this model disagrees with all molecular models
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Production

Look for the Pc states in other production mechanisms

JLAB can search for Pc states in J/ψ photoproduction

Observation of the Pc states here would exclude the Pc being a result of
kinematical effects such as triangle singularities

See JLAB talk for more experimental details
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Production

Presented at Hadron 2019
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Decays to other final states

Look for the Pc states in other final states

Multitude of possible channels in which Pc states could be observed with
models of the Pc states predicting their couplings

Some models predict higher couplings of the Pc states to Λ+
c D

(∗)0 in the
decay Λ0

b → Λ+
c D

(∗)0K− than the discovery channel

Use these channels to discriminate between models of Pc

b

u

d

c

u

d

c

u

u

s

W−

Λ0
b

K−

P+
c → Λ+

c D
(∗)0
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Search for other members of the multiplet

Look for the rest of the Pc multiplet

Each model yields a different multiplet of states

Potential neutral isospin partners (cc̄udd) of Pc?

The obvious Pc → J/ψn channel is not reconstructible at LHCb

Use Λ0
b → Λ+

c D
−K̄∗0 channel where Pc → Λ+

c D
− to search for neutral Pc

state
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